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A declaration of your sovereign divinity, The Sophia Code is a visionary Âsacred text for the Divine

Feminine Christ movement sweeping the planet now. This book is a living transmission encoded

with direct revelations to activate your important role as a revolutionary wayshower for

humanity&apos;s Âawakening.Â· The Sophia Code cosmology presents a universal blueprint for

embodying the return of the Divine Feminine Christ energies.Â· Reveals the crystalline

chromosomes of your divine genome for sovereignty.Â· Features the heroic life stories and

initiations of beloved Divine Feminine ÂAscended Masters in their own words, including: Hathor,

Green Tara, Mother Mary, Mary Magdalene, Quan Yin, and White Buffalo Woman.Â· An

introductory volume presenting a modern-day mystery school curriculum for mentoring your highest

potential with The Sophia Dragon Tribe.Â· Receive directly downloaded revelations and initiations

from the Ascended Masters, orders of angels, and Star Nations for embodying your Higher Self.Â·

Meet Sophia&apos;s highest seraphim: The Sophia Dragons, who are Creatrix ÂMothers and

angelic guides for actualizing your sovereignty.Â· Initiates you into a global community of

Lightworkers moving as one golden dragon of Sophia Christ consciousness upon the Earth.
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How Kaia Ra managed to capture the essence of each of the eight Master's unique personality that

make up the Sophia Dragon Tribe, and their gift of divine grace, is a testament to her powerful gift

as a channel for the new generation and as an author whose time has come to shake things up in



the world!This provocative gem provides the blueprint for awakening our God given inner genius

through intriguing and super charged initiations that will leave you wanting to revisit each chapter

over and over again.I quickly found myself in intimate relationship with each of the Masters,

including Isis, Hathor, and Mary Magdalene. And what was more amazing was that I was in touch

with each of their unique, individual expressions of love, wisdom and unwavering strength. I could

feel the Maters communicating directly with me as they shared their encoded messages and

powerful activations which have stirred within me a new sense of strength, purpose and clarity.I

HIGHLY recommend this book!

I must tell you this is no ordinary book â€¦.it holds a powerful energetic transmission that will change

you life! Kaia Ra writes so eloquently and is a clear channel for divine feminine wisdom being

shared by the Sophia Dragon tribe. I could not put the book down! Each divine feminine key code

and the divine feminine masters activations healed patterns I have been wanting to change for

years. The book has initiated a process that continues to awaken me more and more to my true

higher divine self. The book is beautiful and is a must read for anyone who is focused on spiritual

growth, healing, the divine feminine(and divine masculine), and self understanding. I feel so blessed

by Kaia Ra's life and that she is offering this extraordinary communication to all.

The second you hold this book in your hand you will be transformed. Kaia Ra's ability to bring you

right back to your center and your truth is unprecedented! She embody's the Sophia Christ Light

and reminds you of your Divine Genome held within your DNA. This book is an ABSOLUTE MUST

READ if you are ready to awaken to a deeper part of yourself.Everything Kaia offers alters my life

includng this book.I promise you, this book will change you from the inside out and you will not be

the same person you were before you read it.Get the book. Emerse yourself in the energy and allow

yourself to transform.Wait for the miracles, this book will change your life!Thank you Kaia Ra for

embodying this mesage so deeply and sharing to the world!

Words can't express the power and the potency of the information that is coming through Kaia Ra.

It's life changing to say the least. This book is filled with the unconditional love and wisdom of the

divine feminine Christ consciousness and will give you the ability to connect to your own

sovereignty, your own divinity and build a personal relationship with each of the ascended masters.

A user manual for ascension on the journey of the beauty way. Prepare to be transformed. Highly

recommended!



Wow! The Sophia Code is Brilliant! I am totally absorbed by the feeling and the content. The

Initiations open me right up and the Key Codes speak to my soul. This is the leading edge for loving

light workers now. If you have a chance to listen to Kaia Ra or see her live it is a true blessing. She

is so intelligent, warm and clear. Though her teachings maybe fierce at times she brings them

through with all the fun I can handle.

Kaia is hands down one of the greater inspirations in my life. She has been given a guide to

remember your divine and infinite nature. Shattering the glass ceiling that veils most. This is much

more than a book and will be used for generations to come. She is way before and after this present

moment. Her life is a gift to humanity.

Kaia Ra brings very detailed and precise information to the reader in the form of seven specific

initiations designed to awaken and fine tune each of the seven chakras. The final initiation combines

all seven for an over-all activation of the entire energy body. Just reading or listening to these does

the trick - mostly on the unconscious level. They are multilayered. There is the story line for the ego

to engage in and imagine - and underneath that is the energetic component that is working behind

the scenes.Amazing information, and a powerful energy upgrade for anyone interested in personal

transformation. Highly recommended!

Kaia Ra is a beautiful, clear channel of the divine love of Sophia as embodied by the eight guides of

the Sophia Dragon Tribe. Her loving work has dramatically changed my outlook and experience of

life. She and her work are absolute blessings on humanity and this planet.
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